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Kissinger Watch

by M.T. Upharsln

which tends to clothe even the ephem
The article's special pleading suggests
eral in the appearance of permanence.
that Henry is getting a fancy sum from
"Still, Deng ha$ shown extraordi
certain of his friends of China. Maybe
nary wisdom and sensitivity in putting
that sum is being set aside, should the
Republican Party of the State of New , into place several 'layers of succes
York, as is now rumored, play its own
sion. The longer he lives the greater is
"Kissinger card," and run Henry Kis
the prospect that these will become
unchallengeable." ,
singer for New York governor.

Peking's governor
of New York?
Time Magazine, which not so 'long ago

named a computer as "Man of the
Year," has this year chosen China's
leader Deng Xiaoping. Looking into
the background of this change of
mood, we assumed, knowing Henry
Kissinger's fondness for advising the
boardrooms of Time, that Dr. K.
. could
not be far behind.
The wisdom of certain insiders in
the world of business consultancy is
that the leading selling-point of Kis
singer, in his Kissinger Associates
firm, is his supposed "inside connec
tions" ,in Peking. Several companies
have paid ridiculous sums, it is said,
to hear the playback of the Chinese
leaders' "Kissinger card." Especially
now that the American ambassador in
Peking, Winston Lord, is a creature
who emerged from Henry Kissinger's
back pocket when Lord was a Kissin
ger underling at the U. S. National Se
curity Council, there are those who
imagine there is quick money to be
made from Henry's insights into Han
wisdom.
Kissinger also offers an entree,
through his ties to the Chinese specu
-lative-venture enterprise known as
Everbright Industries. Famous for his
illicit wheelings-and-dealings on the
Israeli West Bank, Kissinger is never
one to shy away from a scam.
Hence, it came as no surprise,
when we saw the latest Kissinger syn
dicated column, appearing in the Jan.
20 Jerusalem Post, under the title,
"The Long March to Modernization."
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For those who actually know the
situation in China, Kissinger's Jan. 20
article is, at best, a bundle of lies. The
Chinese internal economic situation is
a ·powderkeg, as the parlous state of
the Chinese economy is unable to sus
tain the population-<iensity of the na
tion. Without the kind of extraordi
nary commitment to infrastructurevectored "great projects," tied to an
attack on the entrenched peasant base
of Chinese society, the well-known
Chinese "population problem," be
comes the trigger for crises through
out Asia.
None· of this sober reality appears
in Kissinger's column, which is main
ly a paean to Deng Xiaoping. "China
alone among Communist nations has
had the courage to seek to tackle head
on" the crisis of bureaucratic rigidity,
he writes. "Deng Ziaoping and his
colleagues have chosen a path to mod
ernization for which there is no prec
edent: They are sufficiently Commu
nist to be suspicious of private own
ership, but they are sufficientlyprac
tical to understand that central plan
ning on the. Soviet model is incompat
ible with modernization. They have
stressed individual incentives and
markets within the framework of a
loose central plan. So far the successes
have been startling. In agriculture,
China is now an exporter in some cat
egories. . . .
''The question then becomes
whether the remarkable achievements
of the past six years can be perpetuated
in a post-Deng period. The succession
of a great manis always hard to pre
dict-nowhere more so than in China,

Two and a half
empire game
Then, Kissinger puts forward the
modified version of the old "China
card" argument, while saying he is not
proposing the China card. The game
goes back to the belief in some West
ern quarters, particularly in the LOn
don circles associated with the ghost
of Lord Bertrand Russell, that there .
must be a "two and a half empire"
strategy, with China being ''the half."
Continues KissiJlger: "America has
a major stake in China's success. A
strong and independent China is in
America's interest; not because it will
be easy to deal with-quite the con
tQuy-but because the threats to its
security will for the foreseeable future
come from countries the U.S. also
considers threats to global security. In
this sense, the modernization of China
serves American interests-not as an·
American card agaiqst the Soviet
Union-but because of maintaining
its own security foritsown purposes.

-

China contributes to the global equi
librium." Then: "The modernization of.
China will produceoa new model for
grOwth in the d�eloping world,·
somewhere betweeri unrestrained pri
vate enterprise, of which many new
nations are afraid, and Soviet-style
economics, which cannot work."
We can't say yet if Kissinger will
also pose "the Chioa model" as the
basis of his potential campaign for
governor of New York.
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